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Abstract
Hhereas in other physics danains the tenns "compilation" and "evaluation"
have about the same meaning and are almost interchangeably used, they
have acquired quite different and distinct rneanings in the field of
neutron physics and nuclear data , This peculiar distinction in the
case of neutron physics data comes about in the main not only because
of the very great numbers of those data but also because the accuracy
available, even now after years of extensive research, is still not
adequate enough to the stringent needs of nuclear reactor tedmology
and other applied branches of nuclear physä cs , As a consequence continuous
centralized efforts of gathering the data are needed as an essential
prerequisite of their effective canparison, evaluation and utilization.
Thus in the field of neutron physics canpilation means the gathering
of experimental references and of experimental nuclear data contained in
these references for a certain neutron reaction with a given nuclide
in a given energy nange , Today it involves in addition the storage
and organization of the canpiled information in canputer data files;
for this purpose data storage and retrieval programs have to be prepared
in order to satisfy various requests fran the data files. Compilation
also involves extensive extraction and docu.rnentation of information
regarding experimental details (frequently unavailable elsewhere) and
the publication of data cornpendia.
Evaluation denotes the comparison and critical assessment of the canpiled
experimental data and the selection by some appropriate averaging pro-
cedure of a canplete and self-consistent set of preferred va.lues , I'-1uch
more than that) the requirement of completeness! particularly fQr reactor
physics purposes , involves the necessity of using appropriately para.-
meterized nuclear theories and considerations of nuclear systematics
to fl11 in gaps and to help to remove inconsistencies in the available
experimental information. Furthermore the effective utiliza.tlon of the
evaluated data necessitates, as a large part of t he v/hole evaluation effort ..
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the development of canputer libraries of evaluated data, together with
a variety of associated canputer prograrns for data checking and hand-
Ling, which serve as input to program systems converting the evaluated
data into forms suitable for use in nuclear reactor and other applied
nuelear physies calculat.Ions , As a final indispensable laborious part J
evaluation ineludes eareful and eomprehensive written doeumentation.
In response to the inereasing demands of the nuelear canmunity a world-
wide organizational effort has developed partieularly in the last ten
years in the canpilation and evaluation of all experimental infonnation
in the field of neutron nuelear data , Supraregional eorrmittees like
the European Amerd can Nuelear Data Cormnittee (EANDC) and its loeal
subeommittees and more and more also the International Nuclear Data
Committee (II\lTIC) have made substantial contributions to the international
organization and eoordination of this effort. At present the task of
getting the bibliographie and experimental infonnation systematieally
compiled all over the world, stored and distributed to a variety of
eustomers is subdivided primarily among four centres for neutron nuclear
data at Obninsk in USSR (NDIC), at the IAEA in Vienna (NDU), t.hrcugn
the E:NEA at Saclay in France (CCDN) and at Brookhaven in the USA (NNCSC)
with separate service areas , More and more these eentres also provide
for the storage and exchange of evaluated neutron nuclear data files origj.nating
fran various laboratories all over the wonId ,
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Neutron Nuclear Data Cornpilation and Evaluation
JE)
-past , present and future--------------.......------~
Neutron nuclear data canpilation and evaluation actually dates back as
far as the Manhattan District Project during World idar 11. The Nuclear
data needs for the development of the atomic bombs started and forced
a rather ambitious program of measurement, canpilation and evaluation
of important neutron nuclear data for this project. Physicists as
eminent as Enrico Fermi and Eugene Wigper were among the first nuclear
data compilers and evaluators , At that time the data output of the
experiments and thus the data handling problems were still rather smal.L,
In 1952 it was still possible for all information "'hich had been gathered
so far to be put together in one fairly small volume ~-1_7.
It was at Brookhaven National Laboratory, at the instigation of the USAEC
Neutron Cross Sections Advisory Comrrltrtee , where the information for
the AECU-2040 report had been compiled and the first systematic neutron
data canpilation activities been set up in what was to become the weIl
known Brookhaven Si01la Center under the vigorous guidance of Donald Hughes,
Three years later in 1955 as 8J1 enlarged successor of the AECU-2040 r-e-
port ;-1 7 the first edition of the weIl known BNL-325 work came out /-2 7- - - -
just in time for the opening of the First Geneva Conference on Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy and gained worldwide distribution and acknowledgement
through this conference. \Vhereas data compilation in the USA before this
conference had mostly responded to military purposes and demands, so from
this conference on it became more and more directed tawards peaceful appli-
cattcns , By the time of the Second Geneva Conference on Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy in 1958 nuclear data information was almest canpletely released
and in partd.cuäar- a second edition of BNL-325 was published L-3_7.
This second edition of BNL-325 still represented a fairly canprehensive
revIew of available neutrondata measurerrents mairily Iri the form of graphs
,,11th a few tables. The graphical display of measured neutron CDOSS sections
as a function of neutron energy over the range fran about 0 to 20 iVIeV for
most elements, and many isotopes fran hydrogen to americium, with eye-
~Manuskripteingereicht zum Druck am 14. November 1969
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guide curves througn the experimental data, highligtlting the physical
behaviour of the cross sectf.ons , found the particular interest of
neutron experimentalists and reactor physicists throughout the wor-Id,
At that time in the nuclear reactor field thermal reactor design was
still predomlnant , and reactor physicists could find in BNL-325 tabulated
best values of thermal neutron cross sections and fission parameters
for the purpese of reactor phyaf.cs calculations. Tables with resonance
parameters for many isotopes were also given and served many fundamental
and applied purposes in the nuclear corrnnunity. Hocever, the bulk of the
neutron cross section data appearing in the graphs in BNL-325 were not
generally '(,rell-documented) and were not yet available in tabular form
outside the Brookhaven Sigma Center.
In 1958 R.J. Bowerton fran the LWtlrence Radiation Laboratcry, Liv:ermore)
pub Lf.shed in three volumes the results of an extensive several year's
work on canpilation of experimental neutron cross section data L-4_7.
Complementary in a sense to BN"L-325) this publication contained experi-
mental neutron cross sections in t abul.ar- form as a function of neutron
energy together v.Tith the experimental errors in energies and cross
sectionB. This particular feature made it one of the Nidely used
standard works on neutron cross sections in the years to came of particular
usefulness to neutron data evaluators for various applied purposes and to
reactor desägners , As in BNL-325 the whole range of atom1c weights was
covered ; neutron energies ranged fran 1 keV to 14.5 r'1eV. In 1961 this
werk was corrplemented by a similar tabular collection of available neutron
scattering angular distribution data L-5_7.
AB was ind~cated above, at the begtnnäng of the nuelear reaetor development
in the fifties the änterest i'las still centered on therrnal neutron reactors
and rather crude calculational methods; at that time only the rather
limited amount of neutron nuclear data information in the range of thennal
and low!'esonance energtes was essentially needed; Since the second half
of the fifties and the beginning of the sixties the situation has changed
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canpletely. Neutron nuclear data compl1ation and evaluation rapidly evolved
into a large international effort going on arnongst various laboratories
and centres • This has been the consequence mainly of the fact that interest
has becane more and more focussed on the development of fast and inter-
mediate reactors and thus on the much larger energy range between meV and
~1eV energies. Simultaneously the rapid cariputer development allowed and
forced steadily increasing refinements of the reactor theory. methods; these
went parallel with and were also provoked by the increasing :refinements of
the measurement techniques of experärrenta'l reactor physäcs , These refine-
ments in reactor theo~ and experiment opened the possibility of much more
detailed and reliable predictions of reactor physical properties with almost
the only condition that the neutron nuclear data involved be known to
sufficient completeness, detail and reliability over the whole energy range
of reactor neut rcns , Since then it has becorre indispensable that canpilation
and evaluation of neutron nuclear data for a given element or isotope should
cover in a much more comprehensive way the who'le neutron energy range rrrm
almost; 0 to at least 15 jvjeV and all possible neutron reactions OCCUrTing
in that r-ange , l\loreover it has been increasingly recognized that the data
must be available on punched cards or magnet:i.c tape so that the computer
can be used to prepare derived quantities (such as multigroup constants)
needed for reactor calculations.
As a matter of fact the neutron nuclear data field is concemed vdth the
following data types ~-6_7 :
(a) microscopic cross sections for all neutron induced reactions between
o and at least 15 MeV (for example, (n,f), (n,y), (n,n), (n,n'),
(n,p), (n,a), (n,2n) and other threebody break-up reactä cns) , togebher
1'1ith quantities involving cross section ratios such as a = O'n/O'nr
and n = v/1+a;
(b) angular distributions for elastically scattered neutrons and e lastt c
scattering polarization data;
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(c) angular and energy distributions for inelastically scattered neutrons;
Cd) differential angular and energy dependent excitationdata for outgoing
neutrons , protons,a"particles, gamma-rays,etc., outgoing canbination
.of these particles;
(e) numcer-, el1ergy spectra and angular distributions of pranpt and delayed
fission neutronsand thehalf-lives of delayed neut rcn precursors;
(f') resolved and statisticalresonanc~Parameters, statistical distribu-
tions of resonance pqrtial half widths and level spacings;
(g) r..egendre polynomial coeefficients of scattering angular distributIons ;
(h) nuclear temperatures and slng'le partic1e level densities derived e.g.
frorn neutron ine1astic scattering to the "continuurn" range of
r-esidual nuc Iear' energy levels and similar physically significant
parameters derived by experirnenters frarr their measurements;
(L) fission product yields and cross sections;
(J) "cIean" integraldata having iJnmediate application in experimental
neutron physicsand än evaluation. The principal types are average
cross sections measured in weLl. defined neutron spectra, such as
thermal reactor and neutron fission spect.ra, together i'lith so-called
infinite dilution resonance integrals for neutron absorption and
fission processes •
In the secend half of the fifties and later on the requirement mentioned above
of a canprehensive nuclear data basis for reactor calculations and other
applied purposes and the increasing installation of large canputers led to
an increasingsystematization of the evaluatd.on efforts. Shortly after the
edition of UCRL=5226 Howerton published a volume frequently used in later
ev~luation ~iork of serni-empirical curves of the most important neutron cr-oss
sections for almost all elements in the neutron energ,y range 0.5 to 15 MeV
vmich was based on the available still scarce experdrnental, data and supple-
mented bY inter';;' and extra.pola.tions and by theoretical estinlates L-7_7.
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Canpilation and evaluation werk was also going on in a numoer- of the US
laboratories; among these Los Alamos, Nuclear Development Corporation
of America, C-eneral Atanic, Atomies International and Hanf'o-d should be
mentioned in part.Lcul.ar-,
In ~'lestem Europe at about the same time pioneering work in neutron data
canpilation and evaluation was done by two closely collaborating British
groups headed by H. Parker at the Atornic '1Jeapons Research Establishment
Aldermaston and by J .S. Story at the Atanic Energy Establishment Hinfrith.
At least in Europe these groups were the first to make canprehensive
data compilations and evaluations and to establish an extensive computer
library of evaluated neutron cross sections in the energy range from
0.025 eV to 15 r'1eV for a large variety of nuclides most important for
further applications particularly in reactor calculations ~-8_7. The \'lork
was shared between the two groups in the follo\'ling Hay: Winfrith concen-
trated on thermal and resonance neutron cross sections , whereas Aldermaston
wasengaged in fast neutron cross secttons , Somewhat later fran 1960 on
also in the German Nuclear Research Centre at Karlsruhe systematic con-
pilation and evaluation work was started, Also Swedish and Italian
research groups became engaged in evaluation work ,
In the beginning of the sixties also the Institute of Physics and Power
Engineering at Obninsk in the USSR entered the evaluation field. The results
of this extensive work became widely distributed in the form of published
tables of energy averaged group cross sections for many important nuclides
(see for example ~-9_7 and L-11_7) and found useful application also in
1tJestern Laboratories.
In the first stages of a11 these developments the necessarv literature
references and the data information contained in these references had to
be collected as of yore by very cumbersome manual procedures. Imnediately
huge gaps in the experimental information became apparent: for important
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nuclei the parameters of only few resonances were known, only f'ei'1 reliable
data on neutron capture in reactor materials were available, the knowledge
of inelastic level excitation cross sections was still very sparse , to
give only a few typical examples. Simultaneously there was still no coordi-
nation between reactor evaluation, experimental and theoretical nuclear
physicists: in particular the nuclear physicists were not weLl acquainted
with the data needs of the reactor physicists.
Already in 1956 the fact that most nuclear data measurerrents were being
performed in the USA, UK and Canada and the desire to coordinate more
effectively the nuclear data efforts of these three countries led to the
f'oundat.Lcn of the Tripartite Nuclear Cross Section Corrmittee (TNCC). !'!ith
the increasing release of nuclear data information particularly from the
USA beginning "üth the first Geneva Conference and "üth the increasing
nuclear data efforts in Western Europe the need for collaboration with
Western European Countries and laboratories beceme apparent , Thus in 1960,
under the sponsorship of the ENEA, the European .Arnerican Nuclear Data
Canmittee (EANDC) was founded in which now all OECD countries partLctpate "
r12 7. The EANDC meets at intervals of about nine mcnths ,
'l'he primary responsibilities of the EANDC are the stimulation and coordi-
nation of nuclear data research i'lithin the OECD area, In order to achieve
these atms , one of the continuing most important actions of the EANDC consists
±n the critical consideration of lists of ,requests for neutron nuclear data
measurements, received frem reactor and other applied nuclear physicists,
which are cempiled and sent to the Ek"IDC by the various national and supra-
national data carmittees in the OECD area, These request lists specify the
neutron nuclear data to be measured for given materials and energy ranges,
and the desired experimental resolution, accuracy and priority according to
the needs of the physicists involved in various national and supranational
nuclear power development programs , Recently a joint request list has been
produced and has been widely distributed among experimental physicists in
the OECD member cauntries: it is called RENDA (Requests for neutron data
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measurement.s) , and has been prepared by a corrputerized system whf.ch allows
for rapid up-dating L-13_7.
In order to help fulfil these requests the EANDe discusses and stimulates
the development of measurement techniques and the establishing of new .ex-
perimental groups and facilities. It advises on the allocation of enriched
isotopes and other special sampIes needed for the requested measurements.
It s1multaneously encourages the coordination and distribution of the ex-
perimental work along various research lines and according to the experä.-
mental capabilities and experiences of the various laboratories • Upon the
advice and recanmendation of EANDC, Euratom established the Gentral Bureau
for Nuclear Me~surements at Geel/Belgium as the European counterpart of the
American National Bureau of Standards and the British National Physical
Laboratory. The Geel Centre Ls primarily concemed with nuclear standardiza-
tion problems, precision measurements of neutron standard cross sections and
data and the fabrication, assay and isotopic analysis of targets and sarrp.Ies ,
Upon the recommendation 01' the scientific council of the International Atomic
Energy Agency an international group of experts in the neutron nuclear physics
data field "üth participants from Western, Eastern and Developing Countries
was first convened in Vienna in 1963. Tnis group , known as International
Nuclear Data Scientific Working Group (INDSWG), met five times between 1963
and 1966 and explored the possibility of an extension of the scope of EANDC
to a worldwide scale concerning particularly the free exchange of information
on neutron nuclear physics experiments and facilities and of neutron nuclear
data and bibliographie references amongst all countries concerned, A success-
ful operation of the IND..S\'lG evolved rather s.lowly and led in 1967 to the
foundation of the International Nuclear Data Cornmittee (INDC). According to
its Tenns-of-Reference this comrnittee has "the dual purpese of serving as
a means 01 pranoting internationa.l coaperation in all phases of nuclear data
activity of ~neral usefulness to nuclear energy programs , and of advising
the Director C-eneral of the IJIEA in this field". In a.11 those countries not
directly represented in the INDC liaison officers are or will shortly be
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appointed to provide comrnunication links between the data activities in
their countries , the Nuclear Data Unit (NDU) of the IAEA and INDC.
Several large conferences have been held upon the recamnendation and/or
'\>lith the sponsorship of the Etu"IDC and of the llIDSWG. Particular mention
rnay be made of the Conference on Neutron Time-of-Fl.l.ght Methods at Saclay
in 1961, the Conference on Autanatic Acquisition and Reduction of Nuclear
Data at Karlsruhe in 1964, the International Conference on the Study of
Nuclear Structure with Neutrons at Antwerp in 1965 and the IAEA Conference
on Nuclear Data for Reactors in Parts in 1966. A second IAEA Conference
on Nuclear Data for Reactors vvill be held in Helsinki in June 1970; this will
be the first Conference sponsored by the INDC. These conf'erences , whf.ch
covered both fundamental and applied aspects of neutron physics measurements,
canpilation and evaluation, had many merits one of '\IJ'hich was bringing
nuclear physicists, canpilers, evaluators and reactor physicists together
and helping them to understand each other's prco Ierns,
As a nrimary result of all these international discussions and coordination
efforts, particularly those of the EANDC during the last years, new experi-
mental facilities, especially electron linear accelerators and Van de Graaff
machines, were built in many laboratories, and the experirnental capabilities,
especially the energy resolution, were ver;; much improved. The consequence
of this great progress on the experimental side has been a ver;; large increase
in the amount and quality of neutron nuclear data produced. \'lith a strong
neutron source like a modem electron linear accelerator and high resolution
experimental techniques like the neutron time-of-flight method of the order
of a few hundred resonances in individual nuclei can be resolved. A single
measurement series in the resonance range canmonly yields about several
thousand data points; for more important nuclei like Au197 or Pu239 quite
a few of such measurements a.re available. One typical inelastic scattering
experiment covers the cross sections for excitation of', say, ten different
nuclear energy levels over a larger neutron energy range , One typical
elastic scattering angular distribution measurement covers of the order
of ten different angles at hrenty or thirty neutron energies. This data
explosion created aseries of new problems such as the necessity of on-line
conversion of the experimental raw data into cross section data or the
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canputerized parametric analysis of neutron resonance rneasurerrents by
the experimental phy~icists themselves , In particular new ways had to
be found in order- to make this vast amount of reference and data material
avaUable to the reactor physicists in a rapid and useful way.
It became rapidly apparent that the Brookhaven Sigma center could not
keep pace i,dth the increasing production of neutron nuclear data both
in Western Europe and in the US and Canada, Beeogrrlz Ing this fact the
EANDC recorrnrended in 1963 the creation of a centre for the canpilation
and dissemination of neutron cross section information and data in
Western Europe and Japan ~-14_7. This recomrrendation was carefully
explored and finally supported by a Study Group of experts convened
by the European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA) and led in 1964 to setting
up the Centre de Ccmpilation des Donnees Nucleaires (CCDN) of the ENEA
near the Cent re d 'Etudes Nucle3ires at Saclay in Fr-ance , In 1965 a
cooperative arrangement was made between the ENI~A and the US Atornic
Energy Comrnission for the exchan~ of information between Brockhaven
and Saclay.
In 1967 the Brookhaven Sigma Cent.er-, \-'Tithin the frame\oJork of the USAEC
program, was enlarged to the National Neutron Cross Section Centre
(NNCSC) ccmprising no» in one large unit the formerly dispersed com-
pilation, evaluation and pr-ograrmrlng efforts. Upon the recomendat.Lon
of II'IDS1;JG in 1964 a Nuclear Data Unit (NDU) was created at the IJlEA
in Vienna \lJith the pa.rticular objectives of canpilation and dissemination
of neutron nuclear data in non-OECD countries and of the exchange of such
information between OECD and non-OECD countries • 'Ihe increasing nuclear
data measuring e;fforts in the USSR necessitated in 1964 the creation
of a Nuclear Data Information centre (NDIC) at Obninsk which serves
similar purposes for the many laboratories in the USSR as does Brookhaven
for North America and which corrrnunicates throu@1 the NDU of the IAEA
\,i-Jiththe VJestern centres • After improvements nad been made in the regional
organization of the ccmpilation efforts and sorre restrictions to a free
reLease and exchange of information and data particularly between 1I.lestern
and Eastern countries 1100 been overcane, t.he international cooperation
nOVI pr-oceeds in an increasingly satisfactory was and according to mutually
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agreed contracts between the four wor-Id nuclear data centres and their
sponsors. The work of the centres is surveyed and guided respectively
by local centre Canrnittees (NNCSC, CCDN, NDIC) and by the INDC (NDU).
During the last few years Four-centre rreetings have become a regular
custom on which items of canmon interest are discussed in order to
strengthen and improve the cooperation among the four centres •
Conceming the technical tasks of the centres one of the basic punposes
is the collection and dissemination of neutron nuclear data references •
Originally many users of neutron data, in particular evaluators in various
laboratories , had tediously built up their own reference indexes; much
parallel and often not fully canprehensive work was done in this way.
One of these indexing activ:Lties had a unique feature which later enabled
it to be adopted and developed on a 't'1orldvüde cooperative basis. This
was the corouteräzec reference index CINDA (Carputer Index of Neutron
Data) first started in 1956 by Professor H. Goldstein and his collaborators
at the Nuclear Development Corporation of Arrerica (later absorbed by
United Nuclear Corporation) in the USA. It was not tmtil 1963 that
this work gained international recogrdtdcn and that a systematic and
coordinated acanrüng of the literature all over the world was started and
supperted by a net of voluntary readers, individuals in many laboratories
and other scientific institutions and in the centres themselves. The
CINDA entries are collected and stored in the c~ntres mentioned be fore , except
that in the US the CINDA work is nOt'1 centralized at the Division of
Technical Infonnation Extension (IYI'IE) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and not at Brookhaven, Each year a print-out of the whole content of
the CINDA reference file 1s published and distributed to a large number
of centre users in the whole world; in addition tJ.8lf-yearly supplements
ar-e publfshed, The last edition ot: CII\TDA as oi: May 1969, CINW'l. 69 L-15_7,
contains about 60,000 entries corresponding to about 20,000 literature
references ; it also contains references to data evaluations and to theo-
retical art1cles and reports of futerest in the neutron data field. For
illustration the figure in the annex ShOi'1S a typical page of the CINDA
print out. Although coverage of the literature is not yet as canplete as
could be desired there has been a steady improvement ",rith each edition,
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and cnIDA is corning more and more into general useas a primary reference
source particularly by evaluators and in the experimental laboratories.
The real importance of CINDA is t.hat t.he rnzroer- of journals and report
series considered containing neutron nuclear data is now so large that
it is no Ionger- possible for individuals to maintain private indexes
covering the whole field.
The situation in the field of canpilation of the data, being the second
main purpose of the centres , is not yet so satisfact ory• The data files
in the centres contain ncw of the order of 106 data points, but neither
the back-coverage of data sets is complete, nor are the centres yet keeping
pace l'J'ith the current production of new information. There are several
reasons for this: At the best a larg:e amount of time and effort is required
to establish the suite of programs needed for a canputer based data storage
and retrieval system in a fully operational itray. In addition, historical
reasons and the use of different canputers at the four data centres have
necessitated the development of separate sets of prograrns at each centre
(NNCSC: SCISRS-I L-16_7, CCDN: NEUDPDA L-17_7, NDU: DASTAR L-18_7, NDIC:
program l'J'ithout particular name known to the author L-19_7). Por about
two years a new improved data storage and retrieval system called SCISRS-II
has been under development, i'J'ith the main initiative and work coming fran
the NNCSC supported (for example, by attachrnent of staff) by the CCDN
and NDU and v-Jith the particular emphasis on compatibility l'J'ith various
computer t ypes , In order to facilitate the transmission of experimental
data between the four centres ) a canputer format for thecentre-to-centre
exchange of experimental data and associated characteristic physical informa-
tion has been developed in a joint effort of all four centres, the main
characteristics of which have been fixed in the last Four-Centre-Meeting
in Vienna in December 1968.
In February 1969 the IAEA convened a Panel on Neutron Data Canpilation at
Brookh13,ven l'J'ith the Pr1ncipal objective of revie\'J'ing the capability of the
four centres to meet the data demands of the nuclear canrmmity consisting
of theoretical and experimental neutron physdcf.sta , evaluators, reactor
physicists and other existing and potential users r10 7. Recognizing the.. .. - -
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fact that vlith the present available manpower the centres could not
compile the data in an encyclopaedic way, the Pane 1 identified the following
areas of data which are likely to be of special importance in the next
few years and should therefore be covered most canprehensively L-6_7:
a. data for fissj.le and fertile nuc lides ,
b , data relating to cross section st.andards ,
c, data for reactor structural and coolant materials,
d , data for shielding materials,
e. data for transactinium nuclides produced during reactor operations.
It is hoped that the Pane I ean serve as a base from l'1hich to launch a vigorous
eampaign to promote effective use of the facilities that the four data
centres can now provide. In the future these should be extended so that
dissenünation of information 18 as prompt and effective as possible by
modem means and so that a variety of services can be provided wntch will
give the best possible knowledge of, or canparison wi.t.h , a11 existing
information. The aim of these measures is to provide utmost incentive to
all experimental neutron physicists for the immediate release to the data
centres of all publicizable results.
For historie reasons the development of the CINDA reference file has been
separate from the development of the various data storage and retrieval
systems. Efforts are continuing in the data centres dealing with the
general problem of eorrelating the contents of the data libraries with the
appropria.te entries in the CINDA reference file.
In the field of evaluation of neutron nuelear data, international coordination
is still rather poor-, As in the beginning most of the evaluation work is
still perforrned in national laboratories in close contact to national reactor
and other technological development programa , In order to keep pace wlth
the steadily increasing amount of the available compiled data Lnf'ormatd on,
the evaluation effort in the last feitl yearshad to be mueh intenslfied in
the already existing groups , In addition quite a. few new groups were created
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,"'hich werk partly in close bilateral cooperation or contract with the already
existing grcups , Such cooperations developed for example bet.ween a F'rench
group at Cadaraehe and the British groups at Aldermaston and Winfrith, between
a group at the Technion Institute at Haifa in Israel and the Gennan group
at Karlsruhe. In the US the national evaluation effort has becorne better
coordinated and is now concentrated in the Cross Seetion Evaluation Working
Group (CSEltlG). This group was founded in 1966, its work is directed by the
Brookhaven NNCSC and its menoers crme from about 15 different laboratories
and industrial finns representing eaehsmall evaluat.Lon group:; (20_7. In
the USSR the NDIC acqutr-ed a similarrole: par-t of its funetions is to coordi-
nate the seientific werk in the USSR on the measurement and evaluation of
nuelear datar19 7~'- -
Today many of the Darger nuclear laboratories in the world have rather eom-
prehensive computer libraries of evaluated neutron data, Formats whf.ch found
Partieularly widedistribution are those developedat Aldennaston and VJinfrith
in the UK (UKNDL = United Kingdom Nucle;:rr Data Libr~ry L-21_7), at Brcokhaven
in the US (Et"IDF'/B =Evaluated Nuelear Data File B ;-22 7 and at Karlsruhe
in Gennany (KEDAK = Karlsruhe Evaluated Nuelear Data File L-23_7). The NNCSC,
CCDN and NDIC have taken over the task to eanpile, store and distribute upon
request evaluated data files in their respective service areas; exchange of
evaluated data t.hr-ougn the NOO at Vienna is only in its beginnängs , It is
to be hoped that, as already with experimental neutron data, the free exchange
of evaluated data t.hroughout the world will beeane possible.
Regarding evaluation werk in the neutron data centres, so far larger efforts
have only been undertaken by the NNCSC and by the NDIC. I.ess work, 1.'Jith
an emphasis on neutron standard cross sections, has been perfonned by the NIX}
(review work on the 2200 rn/sec eonstants for the main fissile nucl1des L-24_7
in eollaboration 1-1ith physicists fram Canada, the UK and the USA) and by the
CCDN (revtew werk on the Li6(n , a ) cross section L-25_7 in collaboration with
seme swedish physicists).
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Sone of the evaluation work mentioned above has been extensively doeumented in
tables, graphs and physieal deseriptions. A fairly eamprehensive review of
referenees for presently (1969) available neutron nuelear data evaluations
may be found in Newsletter No. 9 of the Saelay CCDN whieh sueeeeded eorres-
ponding reviews in the Newsletters No.s 5 and 7 of the CCDN for 1967 and
1968, the first systematic survey being given by K. Parker et al , ~-26_7
in 1966. Particularly illustrative examples are given by the comprehensive
documentation of the Aldennaston/'vJinfrith (see e.g. ~-27}) and of the
Kar-Lsrune ;-28 7 evaluations and data libraries. The most recent editions
of the weL), known BNL-325 work mentioned already before ~-29] represent
a substantial step towards a eamprehensive doeurnentation of eornpiled experi-
mental data and involve also much data evaluation; they eanprise as the
earlier editions the who.le r-ange of atomic i'ieig:bts.
Cornputerized automatie evaluation is still in the beglnrrlng, Recently a
group at Atamies International, in cooperation '>'lith IBf'1 people, has begun
to develop seml-caut.cmat.Lc evaluation procedures in a pr-ogram called SCe'JRE
;-30 7. This prograrn uses graphieal display units developed by IßI"! and
al.Lcws continuous man-machine interaction during evaluation. The experi-
mental data information stored in the computer can be made visible in tabular
or graphical form on a screen and can be changed , deleted, corrected and
averaged in least squares or spline fits by Li.ght pen or typewriter mani-
pulation in desired, prograrnmed wa.ys. 'Ihis pr-ocedure , a'lthougn still expensive
in its present form, prornises to replace successfully the eye-guide curves
drawn previously t.hrcugh experimental data sets and in addition in appropriate
cases should speed up the evaluation process considerably.
In conclusion, the experience in the last decade has been that the evaluation
task in the neutron data field is very hard by the large amount of data to be
handled and the sheer quantity of work to be done which is still not satis-
factorily ccünter-oal.anöeö by an adequate number of skilled peopleworking
on evaluation and by an effective coordination of the existing evaluation
_ 17 _
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efforts. The evaluation task is made still harder- by the large systematic
errors and discrepancies encountered in many of the available ~ even modern,
experimental data sets despite the great and continuing progress in the
experimental techniques. On the other side the reliability requirements
on the evaluated data by the data users in the reactor and other applied
fields have been increasingly strengthened in recent years. \mile the
bare calculational basic data input needs at least for the most important
nuclides and neutron cross sections are satisfied to a fair degree by the
existing main computer libraries of evaluated neutron data, the confidence
level of theoretical design and prediction in the field of nuclear technolo-
f!Y based on these evaluated data libraries, although certainly not exclusively
due to data uncertainties, is still not be considered satisfactory and necessi-
tates rnuch more detailed investigations of particularly important neutron
cross sections and standards , This involves that merits and defaults of
individual experimental results are understood in greater detail and judged
to a hf.gher degree of confidence than was usually the case bef'ore , Certainly
it is the experimental physicist hirnself who is genuinely suited for a
critical assessrnent and comparison of his own results with those of his
colleague and for the explanation of observed discrepancies, however diffi-
cult in individual cases these tasks nowadays might be , The evaluator, if it
is not the experi.rnentalist hirn.self j is supposed to dra'\'l attention to and to
corrment critically and to the best of his know'ledge on discrepancies in
experimental results taking the assertions of nuclear theory and systematics
into consideration. Never-theIess , while being in a worse position to resolve
discrepancies than the experimentalist ) the evaluator 1s expected to choose
a sort of reasonable averages also in the case of conflicting data, to assign
realistic errors and to cornplement and improve existing evaluated data f'tIes ,
In this situation a much closercooperation and ccordination of the efforts
of .experimental physicists, compilers and evaluators in close contact to and
effective response to the needs of the nuclear Cül!Wli..l1ity ::l~ a ""hole will
be required over the next years , In this respect the four neutron data
centres are supposed to play an increasingly important role in the
future.
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For careful reading of the original wordtng and many helpful and constructive
criticisms and suggest.Lons which were thoroughly considered and partly
directly incorporated in the revision of the first manuscript the author
feels gratefully indebted particularly to J .S. Story, A.B. Smith, R.F. 'I'asehek
and 1. Ste\'1art frcm the laboratories, to V.J. Bell, r'1. Goldberg, 1tl.r.1. Good
and several of their colleagues f'rcm the data centres, to the present
Chairmen (1969) of the international data canmittees, G.H. Kinchin (INDC)
and P .H. vleinzierl (EANDC).
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